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        We recommend checking out our discussion threads on the Universal Audio UAD-2 OCTO Custom - PCIe DSP UAD-2 OCTO CUSTOM,
        which address similar problems with connecting and setting up DSP Accelerators Universal Audio.
        


        


        

        
        
      
	
        User manual for the Universal Audio UAD-2 OCTO Custom - PCIe DSP UAD-2 OCTO CUSTOM

        The user manual for the Universal Audio UAD-2 OCTO Custom - PCIe DSP UAD-2 OCTO CUSTOM provides
        necessary instructions for the proper use of the product Pro Audio  -  Computer Audio  -  DSP Accelerators.
        


        The UAD-2 OCTO Custom from Universal Audio consists of a short form PCIe (Express) card with eight SHARC processors for use in either Mac or Windows based native audio workstations. The card supplements the DSP processing of these systems, giving the computer's CPU more headroom and freeing resources for other functions that can include additional tracks, heavier mix automation, or the ability to use more native effects. 

The Custom Bundle includes Analog Classics, but in addition allows the purchaser to choose any other three plug-ins from the company's extensive collection when registering the product. Analog Classics features four of the company's most popular plug-in emulations. The LA-2A Classic Audio Leveler features the sound of the classic electro-optical analog compressor, while the 1176LN Classic Limiting Amplifier is an accurate emulation of UA's legendary FET-based hardware. 

The 1176SE Limiting Amplifier is a DSP-optimized version of the 1176LN, yielding higher instance counts while featuring its own unique characteristics. The Pultec EQP-1A Program Equalizer plug-in is a faithful electronic reproduction of the renowned hardware EQ. RealVerb Pro is a flexible and natural sounding reverb plug-in based on a unique set of algorithms, allowing the user to design the room just as they hear it. 

The UAD-2 OCTO supports the use of other manufacturer's Audio Units, RTAS or VST plug-ins when used with the appropriate host software. Additionally, up to four UAD-2 cards can be used simultaneously in a single host computer, or combined with other UAD-2 devices, including the UAD-2 Satellite (FireWire), and Apollo audio interface.        
      
	        
        If you own a Universal Audio dsp accelerators and have a user manual in electronic form,
        you can upload it to this website using the link on the right side of the screen. 
        


        You can upload and download the manual for the Universal Audio UAD-2 OCTO Custom - PCIe DSP UAD-2 OCTO CUSTOM in the following formats:
        	*.pdf, *.doc, *.txt, *.jpg - Other formats are unfortunately not supported.


                                
      
	
        Additional parameters of the Universal Audio UAD-2 OCTO Custom - PCIe DSP UAD-2 OCTO CUSTOM:
 	 Form 	 PCIe (Express) card - full-height, short card (PCIe 2.0 compatible) 
	 DSP 	 8 x Analog Devices SHARC floating-point processors 
	 Plug-In Support 	 VST
Audio Units
RTAS
44.1, 48, 88.2, 96, 176.4 and 192 kHz sample rate support for all plug-ins 
	 Included Plug-Ins 	 LA-2A Audio Leveler
176LN/1176SE Limiting Amplifier
Pultec EQP-1A Program Equalizer
RealVerb Pro
Choice of any other three plug-ins when registering the card 
	 System Requirements 	 Mac:
Available PCIe slot for each UAD-2 card 
OS X 10.6 Snow Leopard, 10.7 Lion, or 10.8 Mountain Lion
2 GB hard disk space
1024 x 800 or higher resolution monitor
Audio Unit, RTAS, or VST compatible host software
CD ROM drive or Internet connection for software installation
Internet connection for registration and obtaining optional plug-ins

 PC:
Available PCIe slot for each UAD-2 card
Windows 7 Home Premium, Professional, or Ultimate Edition
2 GB hard disk space
1024 x 800 or higher resolution monitor
RTAS, or VST compatible host software
CD ROM drive or Internet connection for software installation
Internet connection for registration and obtaining optional plug-ins 

 	 Packaging Info 
	 Package Weight 	 1.5 lb 
	 Box Dimensions (LxWxH) 	 12.1 x 9.3 x 2.5" 

 
     
	
        The user manual for the Universal Audio UAD-2 OCTO Custom - PCIe DSP UAD-2 OCTO CUSTOM can be downloaded in .pdf
        format if it did not come with your new dsp accelerators, although the seller is
        required to supply one. It is also quite common that customers throw out
        the user manual with the box, or put the CD away somewhere and then can’t find it.
        That’s why we and other Universal Audio users keep a unique electronic library
        for Universal Audio dsp acceleratorss,
        where you can use our link to download the user manual for the Universal Audio UAD-2 OCTO Custom - PCIe DSP UAD-2 OCTO CUSTOM.
        


        The user manual lists all of the functions of the Universal Audio UAD-2 OCTO Custom - PCIe DSP UAD-2 OCTO CUSTOM, 
        all the basic and advanced features and tells you how to use the dsp accelerators.
        The manual also provides troubleshooting for common problems. Even greater
        detail is provided by the service manual, which is not typically shipped with the product,
        but which can often be downloaded from Universal Audio service.
        


        If you want to help expand our database, you can upload a link to this website
        to download a user manual or service manual, ideally in .pdf format. These pages
        are created by you – users of the Universal Audio UAD-2 OCTO Custom - PCIe DSP UAD-2 OCTO CUSTOM. User manuals are also
        available on the Universal Audio website under Pro Audio  -  Computer Audio  -  DSP Accelerators.

      






      
      
      
      Question and answer discussion forum concerning user instructions and resolving problems with the Universal Audio UAD-2 OCTO Custom - PCIe DSP UAD-2 OCTO CUSTOM - no comments have been made yet - be the first to add a comment 

Post new comment/question/response regarding the Universal Audio UAD-2 OCTO Custom - PCIe DSP UAD-2 OCTO CUSTOM      

            
        
      
      
        	Fields marked with  * must be filled out.
	Your name *:	
	E-mail :	
	Subject *:	
	Message text *:	
	Enter the code *:
            
(spam block)	"manual" 
	
              If you would like to receive a response to your comment, don’t forget to include your e-mail address.
              Your e-mail will not be displayed or otherwise used in any way.
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    	BRAND LIST
        	3M
	Adobe
	Amazon
	Apple
	Canon
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	HP
	Huawei
	IBM
	Intel
	Lenovo
	Microsoft
	Panasonic
	Philips
	Samsung
	Sony
	Xerox
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	Current discussions
	
Most recently discussed products:

tamron TC - Tamron 1.4x SP Pro Teleconverter for Nikon AF AF14PN-700
Posted by: john
2024-03-18 23:54:19

tamron TC manual...
 Leupold VX -1 3-9x40mm - Leupold  VX-1 3-9x40 Riflescope 113874
Posted by: Ross G Sadler
2024-03-18 03:32:18

Please email me the instruction manual for the above scope either as a pdf attachment or as a doc attachment so I can download the document directly without installing an app or any other program. Thank you....
mr - Soundcraft Technical Manual for the MH2 ZM0325-01
Posted by: elvin
2024-03-16 11:53:59

i need it...
Power - TP-Link  AC750 Wi-Fi Range Extender RE200
Posted by: Tim
2024-03-16 11:01:07

Can I plug this thing into a 220v outlet in the philippines?...
Connecting to an Android or Windows computer - Koss  BTS1 Portable Bluetooth Speaker 187155
Posted by: Paula Turzy
2024-03-14 19:26:52

Does this speaker only connect to iPhones?  I cannot connect via bluetooth to an Android phone or a windows computer. I can connect other devices to those 2 with no problem.  Just not the Koss BTS1 speaker....
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